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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No 2223 6 Munford St Kings Meadows[Hash Temple] Hare: Hash Pash

LH3 Hash
Weekly Bull Shit Run report for run 2223 – Pash’s Antarctic Winter Run
With inclement weather and pending snowstorms
Pash had abandon his scheduled On On site at
Vostok Station and moved around the corner to
his cosy garage. His trusty fire pot radiating at the
garage door was enough to keep the ice storm at
bay. Unfortunately this warmth did not extend to
tonight’s trail. Pash exhibited a sample of the
signage he had erected earlier to delineate the
track. These consisted of postcard sized placards
with an arrow <---- and “HHH. THIS. WAY.” As in
recent weeks this signage was illegally attached to
Aurora assets, namely their power poles, with the
arrow pointing in the direction of the trail – how
simple – what could possibly go wrong? “It’s only
a short run because it was too cold to go too far”
said Hare Pash. Off went LH3’s hardiest hashers in
the direction of Hobart Road. Plenty of signage
marked the run as is zigzagged to 5ways. A check;
the search had cause to go by Rickshaws house
where he could be seen trough the window sip-

ping cocoa and toasting marshmallows –
soft cock! Pash’s signs had been designed
and produced in a little sweat shop in Beijing and being generic the arrows all
pointed the same way. Variations of direction on the trail were achieved by placing the sign on the back or the font of the

pole or a much less successful method that Pash used
was to pin the sign upside down. Upside down meant
that the arrow pointed in the desired direction but the
writing was upside down and given that this was
attached to the pole with a single thumb tack also meant
that the sign could easily be spun on this axis so the arrow could point anywhere. Now I’m not one to accuse
fellow hashers of misdoings, however it did look as if the
trail had been interfered with and the signs had been
molested, especially when some were pointing at each
other and others were pointing to the heavens. Perhaps
wind gusts had loosened the thumb tack or school children had used the arrow for a perverse version on spin
the bottle but more than likely it was sabotage by some
within. Given Pash’s earlier instructions it wasn’t difficult
to guess where the trail led and by ignoring the defiled
signage travelled through 6ways, Punchbowl, into the
edge of King Meadows where Pash’s final sign said “ON.
HOME. TWO. COLD.” (sic)

Some ogling ambulance chasers went home via
the unfortunate property that was unroofed in
an earlier squall – even more unfortunate that
the property was later looted as well. A good
short run to suit the conditions set by Pash.

ON ON:
As mentioned earlier only the toughest hashers here tonight to appreciate the warmth of Pash’s hospitality
and his fire wood. Tiles finally recited
the ditty that he had been threatening and some other class jokes were
shared.

On Downs:
Pash downed for Hare duty.
Sheila for having a fine looking photo
in the social pages of the local rag.

For Sale:4 second hand televisions, various household appliances and items. See Tyles.

Raffle:
Goblets Rigged Raffle Draw
Bend Over – Diabetes
Sprocket – Liver Cirrhosis
Blakey – Knob Polish
Boong – Colon Cancer

The 2016 Committee The Committee that charges you more and gives you less
GM: Thumbs JM: Tyles, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Goblet, Trail Master: Fingers, Horn: Rickshaw, Lip: Blakey Scribe: Sheila, Web
Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 19 th July 14 Bellevue Ave South Launceston Fair Suck of the Sav Night Hare: Rickshaw
Saturday 23 rd July 2222 run celebration run 2 Brewer Place Lulworth 1 P.M start
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Fingers before he nominates you to set a run or we will be back at Rowland
Cres

LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 14th July 156 West Tamar Rd. Trevallyn Hare: Curtains
Joke of the Week:

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Tyles are you going to
Goblets Birthday Bash
I am going with Iva

If Iva doesn't go I
could go with my
Buddy Boong

